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ABSTRACT
Objective. To validate the 2011 modification of the 2010 American College of Rheumatology (ACR)
Preliminary Criteria for the Diagnosis of Fibromyalgia (2011ModCr) and develop alternative
criteria, in a sample of patients with diverse pain disorders that are commonly seen in everyday
practice by pain specialists, rheumatologists and psychologists.
Methods. Eight clinicians, from geographically varied locations in the United States, evaluated
chronic pain and psychiatric patients with a standard set of questions that included the
2011ModCr questions, the Symptom Impact Questionnaire (SIQR), a 28 area pain location
inventory (PLI) and the SF-36. Alternative diagnostic criteria were developed from the same data
set using logistic regression and receiver operating curve analysis.
Results. Complete data on 321 patients were evaluated; there were 135 with FM (ACR 1990
criteria) and 186 with 16 other common chronic pain problems. Comparing the 2011ModCr with
the ACR 1990 criteria provided a sensitivity of 83%, specificity of 67% and a correct classification of
74%. Alternative Criteria were derived from the 10-item symptom score from the SIQR symptoms
and the 28 PLI. Maximal diagnostic accuracy was obtained with pain sites ≥ 17 (range 0-28) and
SIQR symptom score of ≥ 21 (range 0-50). These alternative criteria (2013 AltCr) had a diagnostic
sensitivity of 81%, specificity of 80% and a correct classification of 80%.
Conclusion. The 2011ModCr had robust operating characteristics. Alternative criteria (2013
AltCr), based on symptom items from the SIQR and pain locations from the PLI, had comparable
operating characteristics with somewhat better specificity and ease-of-use.
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Significance and Innovations:





Validation of the 2011 Modification of the 2010 ACR Preliminary Diagnostic Criteria for
Fibromyalgia by independent group and clinical investigators in a more diverse set of
chronic pain conditions than previously reported
Development of Alternative Criteria for the diagnosis of fibromyalgia using the same set of
chronic conditions and clinical investigators
The alternative criteria have the same sensitivity and somewhat better specificity than the
2011 Modification of the 2010 ACR Preliminary Diagnostic Criteria
The alternative criteria have improved ease-of-use compared to the 2011 Modification of
the 2010 ACR Preliminary Diagnostic Criteria, in that they employ just one combination of
pain locations and one time interval for reporting symptoms

The 1990 American College of Rheumatology (ACR) FM Classification Criteria (1) have served a
useful purpose in identifying a moderately homogeneous group of chronic pain patients that can
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be defined in terms of clinical profiles, aberrant pain physiology and neuroimaging (2). However, it
has become increasingly apparent over the last two decades that the 1990 ACR criteria have
limited usefulness as regards the diagnosis of FM in clinical practice and cannot be used in
epidemiological surveys (3-5). Apart from the fact that the designated 18 location tender point
count is seldom used or incorrectly performed (5), it is readily apparent that FM is more than just a
pain disorder(6;7).
In 2010 Wolfe and colleagues published a set of clinical diagnostic criteria based on empiric data
that included 19 pain locations and 41 somatic symptoms, the “2010 ACR Preliminary Diagnostic
Criteria” (8). In 2011 these criteria were modified by eliminating the 41 physician-derived
estimate of somatic symptoms and substituting 6 self-reported symptoms (impaired sleep, fatigue,
poor cognition, headaches, depression and abdominal pain (9). These modified criteria, henceforth
referred to as the "2011ModCr” are based on satisfying one of two combinations of Widespread
Pain Index (WPI) and Symptom Severity (SS) scores: 3-6 WPI and ≥ 9 SS or ≥ 7 WPI and ≥ 5 SS. A
summation of the WPI and SS, the Fibromyalgia Symptom Scale (FS), had a diagnostic cut-off at ≥
13. These modified criteria classified 60% of FM patients out of a pool of patients with FM,
osteoarthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, fibromyalgia and rheumatoid arthritis. A Japanese
version evaluated 462 patients with FM (ACR 1990) and 231 non-FM patients (mainly rheumatoid
arthritis), reported a diagnostic sensitivity of 64% and specificity of 96%, using an FS cutoff of ≥ 10
(10). A German version reported a 69 % diagnostic concordance with ACR 1990 criteria (11).
Marcus reported on 337 chronic pain patients (mainly arthritis, FM, migraine, neuropathic pain
and myofascial pain) who self-screened using the 2011ModCr (12). Using an FS score ≥13, there
was a diagnostic sensitivity of 76 % and a specificity of 82 %, when compared with a clinician’s
diagnosis of FM (12).
These studies report a fairly wide variation in sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic standards, and
spectrum of pain disorders that were sampled. In this current study we have evaluated the
validity of the 2011ModCr with respect to the ACR 1990 definition in a cross-sectional survey of
chronic pain patients seen in the everyday practices of 8 physicians. In addition, an alternative set
of diagnostic criteria has been explored.
METHODS AND SUBJECTS
This study was conducted from July 2013 to March 2013. The study protocol was approved by local
Institutional Review Boards at participating sites as an exempt study not requiring informed
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consent from participants. All participants were informed of the research nature of this project.
Neither investigators nor subjects were compensated for participation.
Study subjects
The dominating principle of this study was to incorporate a wide range of common pain disorders
as seen in everyday clinical practice (13;14). Subjects were recruited from the practices of 5
rheumatologists, 2 pain specialists and 1 psychologist, with locations in Cooper Medical School
Camden NJ, Rheumatology Associates Long Island NY, Oregon Health & Science University
Portland OR (OHSU), Providence Medical Center Portland OR, University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center and a private psychology practice in Portland OR, respectively. The psychologist only
entered subjects with major depressive disorder. The participating clinicians were personally
known to the study coordinators (RB and RF) as experienced in the diagnosis and management of
FM patients. All subjects were personally evaluated by the site investigator prior to completing an
online questionnaire.
Adult patients ≥18 years old were enrolled as a convenience sample with individual investigators
inviting patients to participate if they had one or more of the specified diagnoses agreed upon
during the development of the study (Table 1). Enrollment was not restricted by sex,
comorbidities, medications or disease severity. All physicians used the 1990 ACR classification
criteria for the diagnosis of FM; only if the subject was being seen for the first time was another
tender point evaluation performed. Major depressive disorder (MDD) was based on DSM-IV. All
other diagnoses were based on published guidelines.
Questionnaires
Electronic data collection was conducted through SurveyMonkey. The study investigator answered
the first two questions, identifying the site and selecting patient diagnosis or diagnoses. All other
questions were completed by the subject in the following 5 questionnaires:
(1) Demographics (age, gender, educational level, work status, marital status, number of years
with chronic pain and other chronic pain disorders).
(2) The 2011 Modified Criteria for FM (2011 ModCr) (9)
(4) The Short Form 36 (SF-36) (15)
(3) The Symptom Impact Questionnaire (SIQR) (16). The SIQR is identical to the FIQR with the
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exception that the 3 domains do not use the word “FM”, this allows completion by patients with
non-FM disorders(16)
(5) A 28 anatomical location inventory rated pain and tenderness on a 0 to 10 severity scale. The
28 locations modified from the Revised FM Impact Questionnaire (FIQR) (18) were: jaw, neck, mid
upper back, front of the chest, mid lower back, upper back, lower back, shoulders, arms, hands,
wrists, hips, thighs, knees, ankles and feet. The 2 following scores were obtained from these data:
1. Number of pain locations , the pain location inventory (PLI) (range 0-28)
2. Summated intensity of pain at 28 locations (0-280).
The pain question was: “Please estimate your level of pain, over the past 7 days, in the following
locations”. Anchors were “no pain” and “extremely painful”.
We also evaluated the patient’s experience of tenderness at the same locations, providing the
following 2 scores:
1. Number of tender locations (0-28).
2. Summated intensity of tenderness at 28 locations (0-280).
The tenderness question was: “Please estimate your level of tenderness, over the past 7 days, in
the following locations, when touched or pressed”. Anchors were “no tenderness” and “extremely
tender”.

Data analysis
All data were analyzed in STATISTICA (version 10) using item analysis and Cronbach alpha. An
alternative diagnostic criteria algorithm was explored using the 28 area pain location inventory
(PLI) and the 10-item symptom sub-score from the SIQR (16). The PLI and SIQR correlated 0.62,
with Cronbach alphas of 0.95 and 0.89, respectively. These 2 continuous predictors were entered
simultaneously into a logistic regression (evaluated by the Wald statistic) to produce the receiver
operating curve (ROC) to determine the optimal threshold for sensitivity and specificity with
respect to ACR 1990 criteria, using the Youden index (sensitivity + specificity - 1) (17). The HosmerLemeshow test was used to evaluate goodness of fit (18), with a non significant finding indicating
good model fitness. Chi-square, Fisher exact tests and t-tests were used for evaluating means and
proportions, with a primary focus of comparing false positives with true positives on demographic
and clinical features, adopting a 0.001 alpha level. All significance tests are two-tailed.
Two separate classification analyses using Random Forest - an iterative bootstrapping classification
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tree algorithm that ranks predictor variable importance (19;20) were conducted to rank the
importance of specific symptoms and pain locations with respect to ACR 1990 classification: one
for the WPI and 6 SS symptoms, the second for the pain location inventory (PLI) and 10 SIQR
symptoms.
RESULTS
Demographic findings
The demographics were fairly typical of chronic pain patients; they were middle-aged,
predominantly female and their duration of pain symptoms was about 15 years (Table 1). Patients
without FM were more likely to be older males. Median educational level was 3, indicating that
most subjects had attended some college. The most common pain comorbidities in both groups
were osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, low back pain and upper back pain. Migraine headaches
and major depressive disorder were more common in FM patients, whereas peripheral
neuropathy was more common in the non-FM group. A non- FM related pain disorder increased
the total SIQR score by approximately 10%; however, having a related medical disorder did not
significantly affect the total SIQR score. As expected, the number and intensity of pain, tender sites
and symptoms reported by patients in the last 7 days were substantially higher in the FM than
non-FM group; thus supporting the investigators’ diagnosis of FM. Some 51.1% of the FM patients
reported a concomitant medical diagnosis; the 5 most common being diabetes (8.1 %), cancer
(6.7%), asthma (6.7%), heart disease (5.2%) and hypertension (4.4%). Only 16.2% of FM patients
were without at least one other medical disorder or a non- FM pain disorder.
Validation of the 2011 Modified Criteria
A comparison of 2011ModCr and ACR 1990 criteria is shown in Table 2, with true positivity (TP),
false positivity (FP), false negativity (FN) and absence of FM (TN) determined with reference to the
1990 ACR classification criteria:
Sensitivity = TP/TP +FN= 112/135 = 83%
Specificity = TN/TN+FP= 125/186 = 67%
Correct classification = (TP+TN)/total # subjects = (112+125)/321= 74%
Diagnostic odds ratio (OR) = (TP x TN)/ (FP x FN) = 112 x 125/61 x 23 = 10.0
Number needed to diagnose (NND) = 1/(sensitivity–(1- specificity)= 1/(0.83–(1- 0.67) = 2
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Using the FS recommended cut- off point of 13 produced similar percentages but a higher
sensitivity (92%), lower specificity (63%) and a 75% overall correct classification. With this cut off,
37% of ACR negative patients were classified as being false positives (FP). Using the WPI alone with
a cut- off of ≥ 10, yielded a sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 80%, with a correct classification of
79%. Combining the SS and WPI with cut-offs of 4 and 10 (defined by the Youden index), did not
improve classification over the WPI used alone with respect to ACR 1990 (sensitivity 76%,
specificity 81%; OR 13.3). Thus, in this data set the WPI alone provided the best diagnostic
accuracy. The WPI and SS correlated 0.61 , with Cronbach alphas of 0.89 and 0.69, respectively.
Development of Alternative Diagnostic FM Criteria (2013AltCr)
Similar to the 2011ModCr use of 19 WPI pain locations and 6 SS symptoms, we have developed
alternative parallel criteria based on a broader set of symptoms and pain locations; namely the 10
SIQR symptom subscale and the 28 PLI. The PLI and SIQR symptom scores were entered into a
logistic regression analysis to generate the ROC curve shown in Figure 1. The optimal threshold
levels for sensitivity and specificity were provided by a pain site number of 17 and a SIQR symptom
score of 21. Alternative criteria based on this partitioning are henceforward referred to as
“2013AltCr” and are summarized in Table 3. A comparison of the 2013AltCr and the ACR 1990
criteria is shown in Table 4, with TP, FP, FN and TN determined with reference to the 1990 ACR
classification criteria:
Sensitivity = 109/135 = 81%
Specificity = 148/186 = 80%
Correct classification = (109+148) /321= 80%
Diagnostic OR = 109 x 148/38 x 26= 16.33
Number needed to diagnose (NND) = 1/((0.81–(1- 0.8))= 1.6
Cut-off points based on Youden index, for each of the pain and tenderness measures considered
singly, yielded the following:
# Pain sites (i.e. PLI):

Sensitivity = 83%,

Specificity = 72%;

OR = 12.55

Summated pain:

Sensitivity = 81%,

Specificity = 75%;

OR = 13.39

# Tender sites:

Sensitivity = 83%,

Specificity = 74%;

OR = 11.83

Summated tenderness:

Sensitivity = 80%,

Specificity = 75%;

OR = 13.61
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Thus adding the SIQR symptoms to the pain site measure (PLI) raised the specificity of the
2013AltCr from 72% to 80% and yielded a correct classification of 80%; it also reduced the number
needed to diagnose (NND) to 1.6.
Item comparisons in Table 4 revealed that FP patients differed from TP patients in only 7 of the 27
comparisons, with only 1 at the 0.001 level (i.e. summated tenderness). Thus the 2013AltCr FPs
are similar to TPs, with no significant differences between FPs and TPs in number of pain sites and
SIQR symptoms, with the exception of environmental sensitivity. There were no significant
differences in any of the SF-36 scales.
Finally, we created a composite PLI plus SIQR Symptom Severity Scale (PLI- SIQR), in a similar vein
to the FS, that combines the WPI and the SS. We thus added a patient’s PLI score (0- 28) to their
SIQR symptom score (0- 50) to produce a PLI- SIQR score (range 0 -78). Logistic regression
produced an AUC of 0.83, a sensitivity of 70% and specificity 82% (OR 11.01), with reference to
ACR criteria. A PLI- SIQR score of 44 produced a sensitivity of 97%, specificity of 87% (OR 196.32),
with respect to the 2013AltCr criteria. The PLI-SIQR provides a classification criterion in a single
number (i.e. ≥ 44). The PLI-SIQR has a Cronbach alpha of 0.90. The PLI- SIQR and the FS correlated
with SF-36 Pain, 0.68 and 0 .56, respectively.
Clinical features of 2013AltCr positive patients not fulfilling the 1990 ACR criteria
The 2011ModCr embrace a wider spectrum of patients with FM- like symptoms than the ACR 1990
criteria. Those patients diagnosed as having FM with the 2011ModCr who do not fulfill the 1990
ACR criteria were referred to as false positives (FP). Likewise, there is a corresponding group of
thirty-eight 2013AltCr FP patients (Table 4). Overall, they had lower scores than TPs on WPI,
cognitive problems and FS. On the other hand, they were similar to the TPs on SIQR items, but
lower on summated pain, number of tender sites and summated tenderness. There was no
significant difference on SF-36 subscales.
Comparison of the 2011ModCr with the 2013AltCr
The 2011ModCr classified FM more frequently than the 2013AltCr (173 versus 147), with 61
(35.3%) and 38 (25.8 %) FPs respectively (Tables 2 and 4). Comparing the FPs from both the
2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr shows a general uniform agreement, except that FPs had
significantly lower scores on summated pain and tenderness. Comparing the differences between
FPs and TP on the 27 item and scale comparisons in Table 2, revealed more differences in the
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2011ModCr, with 11 items at p ≤0.001 level; this compares to just 1 item in the 2013AltCr in
Table 4 (Fisher exact test; p = 0.002). Thus patients diagnosed as having FM using the 2013AltCr
are more similar to ACR 1990-defined patients than 2011ModCr-defined patients. When the 61
2011ModCr FPs were divided into being either 2013AltCr positive or 2013AltCr negative, 34 were
classified as 2013AltCr positive and 27 were 2013AltCr negative. Interestingly, there was a
difference between these two groups in the distribution of pain locations: peripheral pain
locations were significantly more common in the 2013AltCr positives than the 2013AltCr negatives
(9.12 vs 4.70; p ˂0.001).
A notable finding was a 31% prevalence of males in the 2011ModCr FPs, and a 34% prevalence of
males in the 2013AltCr FPs; thus the overall male prevalence (i.e.TP + FP) was 16% for the
2011ModCr and 14% for the 2013AltCr, compared with 6% ACR 1990. The 2013AltCr females and
males had similar PLI score (24.8 vs. 23.4) and tenderness locations (22.0 vs 20.4), but differed on
summated pain (144. 4 vs. 114.9; p= 0.016) and summated tenderness (144 vs. 92.5; p = 0.0008),
with males reporting less pain and tenderness intensity. This result supports the assessment of the
intensity of self-reported tenderness and pain as a potentially useful discriminatory variable in
fibromyalgia questionnaires.
Random Forest analyses (Figure 1, panels B and D) compared the relative importance of
components of the 2011ModCr and the 2013 AltCr. It is seen that both sets of criteria rated the
number of pain sites as most important. However, 3 symptoms of the 2013AltCr that stand out are
not part of the 2011ModCr (environmental sensitivity, tenderness and stiffness), were rated as 2nd,
3rd and 5th in importance in the 2013AltCr .
The performance of both 2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr was evaluated in their ability to diagnose
fibromyalgia in 5 common chronic pain problems (low back pain, chronic migraine, rheumatoid
arthritis, osteoarthritis knees, and upper back pain), and separately for female and male patients.
Both sets of criteria provided good levels of diagnostic separation (Table 5). While sensitivity was
similar for the two criteria, specificity ranged from 50- 75% for the 2011ModCr and 72- 89% for the
2013 AltCr.

DISCUSSION
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This study of a cross-section of chronic pain disorders, seen in the geographically diverse, everyday practices of 8 independent physicians, provides robust evidence that the 2011ModCr have
satisfactory diagnostic accuracy with respect to the ACR 1990 criteria. Their diagnostic sensitivity
was eighty-four percent and the specificity was sixty-seven percent. The rather low specificity is to
be expected, as the 2011ModCr was designed to encompass a wider spectrum of patients with FM
(8). This wider spectrum of FM diagnoses was also seen with the use of the 2013AltCr. A notable
finding, using both criteria, was an increased prevalence of males: sixteen percent using
2011ModCr and fourteen percent using 2013AltCr; this compares with a six percent male
prevalence overall, using the ACR 1990 criteria. Thus the 1990 ACR classification criteria results in
the under-reporting of male patients, a conclusion proffered by other investigators (21;22). This
finding may be related to the higher experience of tenderness in female patients that we found in
the current study. Another clinically salient finding was the common occurrence of other pain
related comorbidities in FM patients (Table 1). Only thirteen percent of ACR 1990 FM patients
lacked another pain disorder. This is probably an underestimated issue in FM studies (23), as most
protocols specify that another “significant pain disorder” is a reason for exclusion. This suggests
that the interpretation of “significant pain disorder” is either loosely interpreted or the results of
many studies do not mimic the FM patients seen in everyday clinical practice. The presence of a
non-FM related pain disorder increased the total SIQR score by approximately ten percent;
however having a related medical disorder did not significantly affect the total SIQR score.
Using the same data, we have developed Alternative Diagnostic Criteria (2013AltCr) based on a
combination of the twenty eight pain location inventory and the ten symptom items from the
Symptom Impact Questionnaire (SIQR). These criteria were equally efficient with somewhat better
specificity and a smaller number needed to diagnose (NND) than the 2011ModCr. The 2013AltCr
were also marginally more efficient in differentiating common chronic pain disorders from FM, as
well as male/female patients (Table 5). The difference in specificity of the 2 classification criteria
appears to be due to the cutoff values specified in the 2011ModCr, as the area under the curve for
the 2 ROCs is almost identical (Figure 1).
The construct of the 2013AltCr differs from the 2011ModCr in the use of more pain locations
(twenty-eight versus nineteen) and a larger range of symptoms (ten versus six). The increased
number of pain locations was mainly due to the inclusion of peripheral sites; this was deemed
appropriate due to the common involvement of hands and feet in FM (24-26); this may have
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contributed to the increased specificity of the 2013AltCr vis-à-vis rheumatoid arthritis (see Table
5). While four of the 2013AltCr symptoms (pain, fatigue, poor sleep, and depression) are also
included in the 2011ModCr symptom items, an additional three symptoms in the 2013AltCr
(environmental sensitivity, tenderness to touch and stiffness) appeared to be especially important
in defining FM (Figure 1).
There are several limitations to this study. Diagnostic group sizes were unequal, which is typical of
many in most cross-sectional studies. Only nine patients had ankylosing spondylitis and only five
had polymyalgia rheumatica; these two conditions are of obvious importance in the differential
diagnosis of FM. Well-established FM patients did not have a repeat tender point count at the
time of completing the questionnaire; this was justified as the natural history of FM seldom shows
remission (27), a fact corroborated by the average pain duration of 14. 6 years, and the higher
number of pain and tenderness locations reported by the 1990 ACR FM patients (Table 1). All
questionnaire studies suffer from patient recall error; the seven-day and six-month recall interval
in some 2011ModCr symptom questions could be problematical (28). In order to more fully
establish the diagnostic accuracy of the 2013AltCr, it will be necessary to independently assess its
operating characteristics and reproducibility in a larger more diverse population of patients with
chronic symptomatology.
A major strength of this study is that two sets of independently developed criteria were validated
using a common diagnostic standard on a common sample of subjects, by investigators who were
geographically diverse. The range of conditions included in the study was more diverse than any
previous studies using the 2011 Modified Criteria or the Original Preliminary ACR 2010 criteria; for
instance the current study included patients with migraine, major depression and peripheral
neuropathy. Both the 2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr received validation with fourteen separate
analyses conducted on sub-samples. The 2013AltCr criteria are easier to use; there is only one
time interval for symptom reporting, and are not dependent on two different combinations of pain
location ranges and symptom numbers.
While standardized patient questionnaires should prove useful in postal and online
epidemiological studies, their role in the clinic requires further scrutiny. It is generally agreed that
diagnosis should not be based solely on statistically determined cutoff values derived from a list of
questions. A complete clinical evaluation is required to rule out FM mimics and unearth other
issues, such as depression, arthritis and symptomatic myofascial trigger points, which would
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modify the approach to treatment. Questionnaires could prove helpful in suggesting a diagnosis of
FM, but we advocate their use in a Bayesian context with an a priori estimate based on the faceto-face clinical evaluation (29;30). For instance with a pretest probability of FM at 40%, the
2011ModCr provide a posttest probability of 63%, and the 2013AltCr provide a posttest probability
of 73%.
In conclusion, we have provided independent validation of the 2011ModCr in a patient sample
composed of a wider range of chronic pain disorders than reported in previous studies. We have
also explored alternative criteria (2013AltCr) based on the SIQR symptom scale and number of
pain locations. These alternative criteria are comparable to the 2011ModCr in diagnostic
sensitivity and somewhat better in specificity; importantly they have the advantage of using just
one combination of pain locations and one time interval for reporting symptoms.
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Table 1: Sample demographics, specified chronic pain disorders and major study variables

Demographic and clinical features

Total #
(N = 321)

Non- fibromyalgia
(N = 186)

Fibromyalgia
(N = 135)

Sample demographics:
Age (mean years ± SD)
Marital status (percent married)
Currently employed
Education level (mean ± SD))*
Females
)
Males

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
242
79

54.38
13.75
54.4 ±±13.7
51.08%
29.03%
3.02 ± 1.17
61.83%
38.17%

48.70
11.80
48.6 ±±11.8
42.54%
32.59%
3.10 ± 0. 99
94.07%
5.93%

Specified diagnoses:
1. Osteoarthritis of knees
2. Osteoarthritis and hips
3. Osteoarthritis of hands
4. Rheumatoid arthritis
5. Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
6. Sjogren’s syndrome
7. Ankylosing spondylitis
8. Psoriatic arthritis
9. Focal myofascial pain
10. Widespread pain (not FM)
11. Chronic low back pain
12. Chronic upper back pain
13. Polymyalgia rheumatica
14. Chronic migraine headaches
15. Peripheral neuropathy
16. Major depressive disorder

51
27
10
55
21
13
8
12
11
21
69
37
5
64
33
50

18.28%
11.83%
3.76%
19.35%
3.76%
3.23%
4.30%
5.91%
5.38%
8.06%
25.27%
11.83%
2.69%
12.37%
15.05%
8.06%

12.59%
3.70%
2.22%
14.07%
10.37%
5.19%
0%
0.74%
0.74%
4.44%
16.30%
11.11%
0%
30.37%
3.70%
25.93%

Major study variables:
Duration
ofpain
painsites
(mean
years
± SD)
Number of
(range
0 to
28)
Number of pain sites (0 - 28)
Summated
pain
score (0 - 280)
Specified pain
disorders:
Number of tender sites (0 - 28)
Summated tenderness score (0 - 280)
Total SIQR score (0 - 100)
SIQR symptom score (0 - 50)
SS score (0- 12)
WPI score (0 - 19)
FS score (WPI + SS) (0 - 31)

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

14.16
12.63
12.8 ±±7.9
12.81 ± 7.93
59.50 ± 47.11
9.91 ± 7.98
53.94 ± 55.67
41.48 ± 23.33
21.35 ± 10.98
4.78 ± 2.36
6.20 ± 4.47
10.98 ± 6.02

14.56
11.11
22.5 ±±6.0
22.52 ± 6.04
129.59 ± 58.33
20.82 ± 7.26
131.75 ± 67.30
62.08 ± 20.72
32.00 ± 19.10
7.29 ± 2.01
12.42 ± 4.17
19.71 ± 5.26

FM= fibromyalgia
All values are means ± 1 S.D.

Note: The fibromyalgia diagnosis was based on the 1990 ACR classification criteria
SIQR scores are equivalent to the FIQR scores in fibromyalgia patients (20)
*Educational level ranged from “some high school” (0) to “graduate degree” (5)
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Table 2: Comparison of Wolfe 2011 diagnostic criteria with 1990 ACR classification criteria

TP
1990ACR(+)
2011ModCr(+)
)112
(+)

FP
1990ACR(–)
2011ModCr(+)

FN
1990ACR(+)
2011ModCr(-)

TN
1990ACR(-)
2011ModCr(-)

61

23

125

47.26
47.3
14.46
92.86
3.07
2.46
32.14
29.46

50.54
50.5
14.62
68.85
2.77
1.90
29.51
18.03

55.70
55.7
15.04
100.00
3.26
2.17
34.78
8.70

56.26
56.3
13.91
58.40
3.14
1.53
28.80
3.20

13.25
7.88
2.54
1.93
0 .98
0.71
0 .80
1.00
21.13

10.59
6.93
2.34
1.59
0.70
0.59
0.74
0.97
17.52

8.39
4.39
1.57
0 .61
0.65
0.35
0.30
0.91
12.78

4.06
3.74
1.27
0.66
0.40
0.24
0.31
0.85
7.79

0.065
??
0.772
<0.0001
0.063
0.006
0.721
0.105
0.142*
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.065
0.019
0.001
0.127
0.341
0.123
<0.0001

Total SIQR score (0- 100)
Function sub- score (0- 30)
Overall sub- score (0- 20)
Symptoms sub- score (0- 50)
SIQR Pain (0- 10)
SIQR Energy (0- 10)
SIQR Stiffness (0- 10)
SIQR Sleep (0- 10)
SIQR Depression (0- 10)
SIQR Memory (0- 10)
SIQR Anxiety (0- 10)
SIQR Balance (0- 10)
SIQR Tenderness (0- 10)
SIQR Environmental sensitivity (0- 10)

66.65
18.46
13.84
34.35
7.46
7.26
7.60
8.45
5.59
6.12
6.01
5.60
7.59
7.04

60.64
17.24
13.26
30.14
6.74
6.74
7.28
7.80
5.13
4.89
5.70
4.28
6.33
5.39

39.83
13.00
6.26
20.57
6.35
4.96
5.30
6.61
1.78
2.17
2.39
3.26
5.09
3.22

32.13
8.82
6.25
17.06
5.07
4.65
4.30
4.96
2.25
2.31
2.48
2.26
3.46
2.38

0.035
0.290
0.503
0.001
0.022
0.147
0.350
0.083
0.374
0.012
0.547
0.005
0.001
0.001

28 Pain Location Point analysis (mean
values) values)
Number
of pain sites (0- 28)
Summated pain (0- 280)
Number of tender sites (0- 28)
Summated tenderness (0- 280)

23.70
139.54
21.94
141.49

20.64
98.30
16.20
84.77

16.78
81.13
15.39
84.33

8.98
40.57
6.85
38.89

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Numbers of subjects in each category
Demographics
Age (mean
(years) years)
Pain duration
Gender (percent female)
Education (mean)
Number of pain comorbidities
Employed (percent)
MDD diagnosis (percent)
Wolfe 2011 analyses (mean values)
WPI (0- 19)
SS (0- 12)
Fatigue (0- 3)
Un- refreshing sleep (0- 3)
Cognitive problems (0- 3)
Headaches (0- 1)
Abdominal pain or cramps(0- 1)
Depression (0- 1)
FS (WPI + SS) (0- 31)

TP vs. FP
p values

SIQR analyses (mean values)

TP = true positive, FP = false positive, FN = false negative, TN = true negative
1990ACR(+) = patients fulfilling the ACR 1990 criteria.
1990 ACR(–) = patients not fulfilling the ACR 1990 criteria
2011ModCr(+) = patients fulfilling the 2011 Modified Criteria
2011ModCr(-)= patients not fulfilling the 2011 Modified Criteria
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Table 3: Alternative criteria (2013AltCr )
Pain location inventory (PLI)
Directions: For each of the following 28 sites, select those locations where you have experienced
persistent pain during the past 7 days. The score will be between 0 and 28.








N
R
L
M
F
M
R









L
R
L
R
L
R
L










R

L

R

L

R

L

R

eck
eft upper back
ight wrist
eft thigh
ight jaw
ight lower back
eft wrist
ight knee
back
eft jaw
eft
lower back
ight hand
eft knee
id- upper back
ight shoulder
eft hand
ight ankle
ront of chest
eft shoulder
ight hip
eft ankle
back
id- lower back
ight arm
eft hip
ight foot
ight
upper
back
eft
arm
ight
thigh
eft foot
10-item SIQR symptoms:
Directions: For each of the following 10 questions, check the one box that best indicates the intensity of the
following common symptoms over the last 7 days.

L
R
L
R
L
R
L

Criteria:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pain
Energy
Stiffness
Sleep
Depression
Memory Problems
Anxiety
Tenderness To Touch
Balance Problems
Sensitivity to loud noises,
bright lights, odors and cold

No pain
Lots of energy
No stiffness
Awoke rested
No depression
Good memory
Not anxious
No tenderness
No imbalance
No sensitivity

□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□□□

Unbearable pain
No energy
Severe stiffness
Awoke very tired
Very depressed
Very poor memory
Very anxious
Very tender
Severe imbalance
Extreme sensitivity

Note: Summate the 10 individuals scores; the range will be between 0 and 100. Divide this summated
score by 2 to obtain the SIQR symptom score.
A patient fulfilling the following guidelines has a high likelihood of having FM:*
1.

The symptoms and

pain locations have been persistent for at least the last 3 months
2. Pain location score is ≥ 17
3. SIQR symptom score is ≥ 21
* 1. Fibromyalgia patients have a continuum of symptoms; a diagnosis based on a strict numerical cutoff is
subject to error.
* 2. The presence of another pain disorders or related symptoms does not rule out a diagnosis of
fibromyalgia.
* 3. A careful clinical evaluation is always required in order to identify any condition that could fully
account for the patient’s symptoms and/or contribute to the severity of the symptoms.
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Table 4: Comparison of the 2013AltCrdiagnostic criteria with the 1990 ACR classification criteria
TP

FP

FN

TN

1990ACR(+)
2013AltCr(+)

1990ACR(–)
2013AltCr(+)

1990ACR(+)
2013AltCr(–)

1990ACR(–)
2013AltCr(–)

109

38

26

148

Age( years)
Pain duration
Gender (percent female)
Education (0- 5)
Number of pain comorbidities
Employed (percent)
MDD diagnosis (percent)
Wolfe 2011 analyses (mean values)

48.13
14.77
93.58
3.07
2.43
28.44
29.36

49.24
15.42
65.79
2.82
1.84
23.68
15.79

51.08
13.65
96.15
3.23
2.35
50.00
11.54

55.70
13.84
60.81
3.07
1.60
30.41
6.08

0.585
0.765
<0.0001
0.171
0.012
0.571
0.132

WPI (0- 19)
SS (0- 12)
Fatigue (0- 3)
Un- refreshing sleep (0- 3)
Cognitive problems (0- 3)
Headaches (0- 1)
Abdominal pain or cramps(0- 1)
Depression (0- 1)
FS (WPI + SS) (0- 31)

13.39
7.64
2.49
1.83
0.87
0.67
0.79
0.99
21.04

12.00
6.92
2.37
1.55
0.68
0.58
0.76
0.97
18.92

8.35
5.81
1.88
1.15
0.81
0.58
0.42
0.96
14.15

4.71
4.24
1.43
0.82
0.45
0.30
0.37
0.86
8.95

0.036
0.033
0.356
0.108
0.014
0.330
0.450
0.452
0.010

67.22
18.91
13.89
34.42
7.55
7.29
7.63
8.44
5.59
5.92
6.07
5.59
7.72
7.04

63.73
17.81
13.47
32.45
7.24
7.32
7.18
8.18
5.50
5.53
6.03
5.34
7.00
5.58

40.52
11.72
6.92
21.88
6.08
5.08
5.42
6.85
2.23
3.50
2.54
3.58
4.85
3.65

35.77
9.98
7.28
18.50
5.20
4.82
4.79
5.30
2.60
2.55
2.90
2.30
3.73
2.80

0.271
0.402
0.670
0.156
0.369
0.955
0.244
0.529
0.886
0.504
0.937
0.653
0.102
0.008

24.77
146..39
22.84
147.61

24.58
123.02
19.47
107.18

13.08
59.12
12.35
65.27

9.78
43.19
7.46
40.27

0.775
0.015
0.004
0.001

Numbers of subjects in each category

TP vs. FP
p values

Demographics)

SIQR analyses (mean values)
Total SIQR score (0- 100)
Function sub- score (0- 30)
Overall sub- score (0- 20)
Symptoms sub- score (0- 50)
SIQR Pain (0- 10)
SIQR Energy (0- 10)
SIQR Stiffness (0- 10)
SIQR Sleep (0- 10)
SIQR Depression (0- 10)
SIQR Memory (0- 10)
SIQR Anxiety (0- 10)
SIQR Balance (0- 10)
SIQR Tenderness (0- 10)
SIQR Environmental sensitivity (0- 10)
28 Pain Location Point analysis (mean
Number of pain sites (0- 28)
values)
Summated pain (0- 280)
Number of tender sites (0- 28)
Summated tenderness (0- 280)

TP = true positive, FP = false positive, FN = false negative, TN = true negative
1990ACR(+) = patients fulfilling the ACR 1990 criteria.
1990ACR(–) = patients not fulfilling the ACR 1990 criteria
2013AltCr (+) = patients fulfilling the 2011 Modified Criteria
2013AltCr(–) = patients not fulfilling the 2011 Modified Criteria
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Table 5: Comparison of the 2013AltCr with the 2011ModCr in the diagnosis of fibromyalgia in the
total sample, female and male patients , and five different pain disorders

Diagnosis (N)

Diagnostic criteria

Sensitivity

Specificity

% Correct

All patients (321)

2013AltCr

80.7

79.6

80.1

2011ModCr

83.5

67.2

73.8

Female patients (242)

2013AltCr

80.3
81.9

78.3
63.5

79.3
73.1

Male patients (79)

2013AltCr

87.5
100

81.7
73.2

82.3
75..9

Low back pain (69)

2013AltCr

77.3
86.4

72.3
59.6

73.9
68.1

Chronic migraine (64)

2013AltCr

78.1
90.2

73.9
65.2

76.6
79.7

Rheumatoid arthritis (55)

2013AltCr

84.2
84.2

88.9
75.0

87.3
78.2

Osteoarthritis knees (51)

2013AltCr

64.7
64.7

82.4
73.5

76.5
70.6

Upper back pain (37)

2013AltCr

86.7
93.3

72.7
50.0

78.4
67.6

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

2011ModCr

Sensitivity and specificity for each of the specific pain disorders were calculated by applying the 2011ModCr
and 2013AltCr , respectively, to each subgroup with respect to ACR 1990 criteria.
For example, applying the 2013AltCr cut-off points to the 55 RA subjects (2013AltCr + ve, 16;

2013AltCr- ve, 32; ACR + ve, 19, ACR - ve, 36), results in 16/19 or 84.2% sensitivity and 32/36 or 88.9%
specificity.
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Figure 1

Random Forest Plot for 2011 Modified Criteria

Random Forest Plot for 2013 Alternate Criteria

Plots A and C are the receiver operating curves (ROC) for the 2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr in reference to ACR 1990
classification. Plot A provides the ROC curve predicted by the 19 item Widespread Pain Index (WPI) and 6 symptoms SS
components of the 2011ModCr. Plot C provides the ROC curve predicted from the 28 Pain Location Inventory (PLI)
and the 10 symptoms from the Symptom Impact Questionnaire (SIQR). Both plots are generated by logistic
regression. AUC = Area under the curve.
Related statistics: A. WPI: Wald=70.37, p=42.41; p<0.0001. SS (Wald Statistic, 14.70, p p<0.0001).
Hosmer- Lemeshow Test=4.91, p=0.77. Optimal sensitivity 81%, specificity 77% (based on
WPI=>9 and SS=>4)
C. PLI: Wald= 40.01; p<0.0001. SIQR symptoms (Wald Statistic, 10.05, p =0. 0015).
Hosmer- Lemeshow Test = 8.26, p=0.41. Optimal sensitivity 81%, specificity 80%
Plots B and D are the Random Forest analyses for the 2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr in predicting ACR classification.
They provide information on the relative importance of the individual symptoms and number of pain sites composing
the 2011ModCr and the 2013AltCr, respectively.

